
CAREER GOALS AS AN GRAPHIC DESIGNER

Throughout their careers, graphic designers often fend for themselves. The goal of any graphic designer worth her salt
is to own her designs.

Money comes in through advertisements and other endorsements while the designer is free to work on other
projects that generate active income. Like all freelancers, freelance graphic designers need a working bottom
line and viable business to pursue personal goals. Call your coach. Like artists, these goals can be elusive,
moving targets, hard to define and harder to hit, but when identified they become the major focus of preferred
options for work. Developing a career map can help you focus your attention on your own development. Have
Something To Say The goal of any graphic designer worth her salt is to own her designs. If you want to be
recognized for your incredible contributions to your work environment; focus on what you already do well and
then go all out to be the best in the world at that. A coach can help you structure your day-to-day efforts.
Video of the Day Brought to you by Sapling Brought to you by Sapling Become Masterful In order to reach
her financial goals, the graphic designer has to aspire to be masterful in her creative life. A cautionary note:
Goals need to be made practical in terms of earning a living as a freelancer. Time served is no longer enough
to progress your career if it ever was. So how can you become the cartographer for your own career? As
freelance graphic designers develop their skills, they also increase their capacity to work in their strongest skill
areas. Creative Director If you prefer to work a typical 9-to-5 job and move up within the traditional hierarchy
of a business, the top position of creative director is a likely career objective for you. Freelance Graphic
Designer The ultimate goal for some graphic designers is to have a successful freelance career that allows
them flexibility, but requires a lot of self-discipline and ability to work independently. Other ways designers
achieve this goal is by creating apps or building Wordpress themes to be sold over and over again. You would
oversee the creative and design work of your staff and keep the team on target with your clients' desired
results. That means putting the time aside now to do something today. Throughout their careers, graphic
designers often fend for themselves. Career Paths When starting out, most have received an advanced degree
in graphic design from a university along with on-the-job training in an internship. Having confidence doesn't
necessarily mean being braggadocios, but rather means having a message so undeniable that it has to be
spoken at any cost. Freelance Graphic Designers: Setting Career Goals Setting career goals for freelance
graphic designers can be like asking a bird how far it wants to fly. The field requires advanced skills in design,
aesthetics, functionality and engineering. Generate a Passive Income Having passive income -- income that
generates while you aren't actually working -- is an important milestone for the graphic designer. Graphic
designers who develop specialized skills may charge higher wages for their specific technical and aesthetic
talents. That means fitting development activities into your already busy schedule.


